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Abstract
Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome (BWS) is often associated with embryonal tumours (nephroblastoma, adrenocortical carcinoma, hepatoblastoma, and rhabdomyosarcoma). Several pedigrees have been reported strongly suggesting autosomal dominant inheritance and an excess of transmitting females was noticed in these families. We confirmed this excess using 19 published pedigrees and showed that this excess was for two reasons: first, reduced fecundity in affected males compared to females in a ratio of 1:4-6, and, second, a smaller risk of being affected in a ratio of 1:3 for subjects having inherited the gene from their father. These latter findings suggest genomic imprinting. Furthermore, considering these results together with other observations, such as the parental origin of the 15p15.5 duplication and the existence of uniparental disomy in some sporadic cases, we propose that overgrowth in BWS patients and malignant proliferation in associated tumours reflect an imbalance between paternal and maternal alleles.

The Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome (BWS) is characterised by exomphalos, macrosomia, gigantism, visceromegaly, and a high incidence of embryonal tumours including nephroblastoma (WT), adrenocortical carcinoma, hepatoblastoma, and rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS). Although most cases are sporadic, several pedigrees have been reported strongly suggesting autosomal dominant inheritance with incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity.1 Partial 11p trisomies having in common a duplication of region 11p15.5 have been observed in a few cases.2-4 The assignment of a locus for familial BWS to 11p15.5 was further confirmed by linkage analysis.5-10 Interestingly, the event triggering malignant proliferation in associated tumours, WT11-12 and RMS13 is a loss of 11p maternal alleles, often restricted to the same 11p15.5 region. Some authors have hypothesised a sex dependent mode of transmission for familial BWS because affected subjects seem to be born more often to transmitting mothers than to transmitting fathers.14 Two possible mechanisms can account for the excess of transmitting mothers. On one hand, there could be some higher selection against male than female gene carriers leading to a differential fecundity according to the sex of the gene carriers. Another possible explanation is that the risk for a gene carrier of being affected is higher when the deleterious gene is maternally inherited. Although these hypotheses are sometimes considered as true statements, we would like to emphasise that they have never been proven by statistical analysis. In this paper, we test these two hypotheses by analysing 19 informative, previously published families.

Materials and methods
DATA
The data used in this analysis were the published pedigrees where a proband was specified.15-18 In some pedigrees, subjects were reported as ‘possibly affected’ and since diagnostic criteria may vary among authors these subjects were removed from the analysis in order to avoid classification errors. Finally, 40 sibships could be used for the analysis because the transmitting parent could be identified with certainty, either because he or she was affected or had affected relatives.

DIFFERENTIAL FECUNDITY OF GENE CARRIERS
ACCORDING TO SEX
Since gene carriers will never transmit the gene if they have no offspring, the probability that a woman or a man would be recognised as a carrier clearly depends on their mean number of offspring, and is obviously nil if he or she has no offspring. To test an equal probability of transmitting the gene in both sexes, we tried to answer two questions. (1) Do male carriers have as many offspring as female carriers? This was tested by comparing, using the rank sum test, the mean number of offspring of male and female transmitters, that is, gene carriers (affected or not), who had at least one offspring. (2) Is there some selection against affected men which prevents them from having children? This question was
Table 1 Differential fecundity among subjects carrying the BWS gene according to sex and disease status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affected</td>
<td>Unaffected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of subjects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without offspring*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With offspring</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Including dead subjects.

answered by comparing the proportion of affected males and females who had offspring. This comparison cannot be made among unaffected gene carriers since obligate carriers are always recognized through at least one affected (or carrier) offspring.

SELECTION ANALYSIS OF SIBSHIPS WITH A GENE CARRIER PARENT

To test whether the risk of being affected is higher for a subject who has inherited the gene from his mother, we performed segregation analysis of sibships with a carrier and compared the segregation ratio p (which is half the penetrance in the case of dominant inheritance) among subjects born to gene carrier women to that among subjects born to gene carrier men.

Since we used published family data and not families belonging to series collected using precise sampling criteria, there is a selection bias toward families containing multiple cases. Therefore, our segregation ratio is an overestimation. The classical correction for ascertainment is obviously not sufficient to remove this bias, and the segregation ratio estimated here is not valid for the whole population. However, we are not interested in the absolute value of this risk of morbidity, but in the relative value according to the sex of the transmitting parent. Since the bias should be independent of the sex of the transmitting parent, it should not affect our conclusions on the differential risk.

We used classical segregation analysis with maximum likelihood (ML) estimation, taking into account the way the sibship had been selected.

1) Single selection for the sibships with the proband:

Table 2 Number of sibships used for segregation analysis according to author, transmitting parent, and type of selection used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Transmitter</th>
<th>Single</th>
<th>Truncate</th>
<th>Complete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nilkawa et al</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>(25/15)</td>
<td>(11/17)</td>
<td>(4/26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koufos et al</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>(2/3)</td>
<td>(1/2)</td>
<td>(0/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ping et al</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>(2/0)</td>
<td>(1/3)</td>
<td>(4/3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In brackets, number of affected/unaffected offspring in these sibships.

L_1 = \left( \frac{s}{r} \right) p^{s-1} (1-p)^{r-1}

where s is the size of the sibship, r the number of affected children, and p the segregation ratio. Note that this correction is the maximum when the ascertainment mode is unknown.

2) Truncate selection for other sibships in the pedigrees selected through at least one affected subject:

L_2 = \frac{(\frac{1}{r}) p' (1-p')^{s-1}}{1-(1-p')^r}

3) Complete selection for sibships not selected through an affected subject:

L_3 = (\frac{1}{r}) p' (1-p')^{s-1}.

To test homogeneity of risk according to the sex of the carrier parent, we used the well known ML ratio property: if L_p is the ML of p when the carrier parent is the father, L_m the ML when the carrier parent is the mother, and L the ML for all sibships, then minus twice the natural logarithm of the ML ratio L_p/L_m asymptotically follows a \chi^2 distribution with one degree of freedom.

**Results**

**DIFFERENTIAL FECUNDITY AMONG CARRIERS**

A simple counting of transmitting subjects showed 38 transmitting mothers and 14 transmitting fathers (Table 1); the excess of transmitting mothers is highly significant (\chi^2 = 11.07, p < 0.001).

Table 1 shows the number of gene carriers who had offspring and those who had no offspring in generations who could procreate, and the total number of offspring, according to sex and disease status of the transmitting parent. The mean number of offspring among those who had at least one child is 4.29 for women (163/38) and 3.29 for men (46/14). This difference is not significant (rank sum test).

However, there is a significant excess in the proportion of affected males with no offspring, 0.83 (15/18), compared to this proportion, 0.21 (3/14), in affected females (\chi^2 = 9.88 [with correction for continuity], p = 0.003). The affected males thus have a reduced probability of transmitting the deleterious gene in the ratio of the mean number of offspring of affected males (12/18) and females (43/14), that is, 1:4:6 (0.25/3.07).

Thus, it appears that there is reduced fecundity among affected males, as a high proportion of them had no offspring, either because they died before they could procreate or had reduced fertility or ability to mate.

SELECTION ANALYSIS

Table 2 shows the number of sibships used for the analysis according to author, type of selection, and sex of transmitting parent.

The segregation ratio, as defined previously, was estimated to be 0.43 (SE 0.05) when the carrier parent is the mother, and 0.14 (SE 0.07)
when the carrier parent is the father. Minus twice the logarithm of the maximum likelihood under the hypothesis of equal risk, obtained on the whole sample, is 94.53. Minus twice the logarithm of the maximum likelihood obtained when the carrier parent is the mother and the father is 71.52 and 14.79, respectively. This leads to the rejection of the hypothesis of equal risk ($\chi^2 = 94.53 - (71.52 + 14.79) = 8.22$, p < 0.01). Thus, the risk (and consequently the penetrance) is three times higher (0.43/0.14) when the transmitting parent is the mother than the father.

Discussion

We have shown that the excess of transmitting mothers in families with Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome has two reasons; first, reduced fecundity in affected males compared to females in the ratio of 1:4-6, and, second, a smaller risk of being affected, in the ratio 1:3, for subjects having inherited the gene from their father. This is the first demonstration of these assertions.

Analysis of 174 published cases\(^6\) showed genitourinary abnormalities in 24\% of patients with BWS. These abnormalities included cleftoromelagia and cryptorchidism. The latter could account for the decreased fecundity in carrier males.

The inheritance of BWS and, in particular, the finding that offspring of male carriers are less often or less severely affected might be explained by genomic imprinting. There is evidence, mainly from studies done in mice, that the expression of certain genes differs according to whether they are inherited from the mother or from the father. Furthermore, there are reports suggesting that methylation of the regulatory regions of genes is associated with gene inactivation by transcriptional inhibition. The excess of obligate BWS carrier females compared to males is similar to findings in pedigrees with familial glomus tumours. This cancer predisposing disorder is transmitted almost exclusively through the paternal line.\(^7\) Preferential transmission by females in a BWS family led Koufos et al.\(^8\) to suggest that the paternally transmitted allele at the BWS locus is always functionally inactivated (by imprinting); offspring are then only affected if they inherit a mutation from their mother. Moreover, to account for this observation, Aleck and Hadero\(^8\) proposed that BWS could be transmitted in a two step process involving first an unstable premutation and then a "telomutation". These hypotheses, however, do not fit with the following observations.

First, although the disease is preferentially transmitted through the maternal line, there are obvious cases of paternal transmission. An explanation could be that imprinting may vary from one cell to another and thus result in functional mosaicism. Alternatively, expression of the normal allele opposite the mutation could enhance or decrease the phenotype. Modifying genes which segregate in some families could influence the expression of the BWS gene in a parental origin specific fashion analogous to the mutations Fused and Disorganised in the mouse. More likely, the expressivity and penetrance would depend on the type and number of cells that are allele specifically inactivated.\(^9\)

Second, we examined the parental origin of the 11p15.5 region duplicated in patients trisomic for this region and displaying some features of BWS. Combining the published data\(^20\) with additional published cases\(^21\) showed a significant difference in paternal transmission. In the 15 cases reported so far, the parental origin could be identified in 13. In one case with a de novo duplication and in 11 out of 12 cases of 11p15.5 trisomy owing to malsegregation of a parental rearrangement, the duplicated region was of paternal descent (p = 0.003). As noted by Brown et al.,\(^8\) this finding is difficult to reconcile with the hypothesis of Koufos et al.,\(^8\) since it is hard to explain why the duplication of a functionally inactive allele should have any phenotypic effect.

Third, using cloned DNA markers specific for the 11p15.5 region to determine the parental origin of chromosome 11 in eight sporadic cases, we found that probands in three informative families displayed uniparental paternally disposed.\(^22\)

Whatever the function of the BWS gene, tumour suppressor or growth factor, and whatever the parental origin of the imprint, the different observations are apparently contradictory under a single locus hypothesis, but could be explained by the involvement of two (or more) closely linked genes. Alternatively, overgrowth in BWS patients and malignant proliferation in associated tumours may reflect an imbalance between paternal and maternal alleles.
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